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The Arabic alphabet has 28 letters (Figure 1), each
with two or four shapes. A letter’s shape is determined
by its position: start, middle, or end of a sub-word, or
alone. Arabic text is written from right to left, and
adjacent letters are joined except when the sub-word
ends with one of the six letters in Figure 1(b). A
connected sequence of letters is called a “sub-word”
[3].

Abstract
We propose a new algorithm for segmentation of
off-line handwritten Arabic words. The algorithm
segments the connected letters to smaller segments
each of which contains no more than three letters.
Each letter may be segmented to at most five pieces. In
addition to improving the recognition of Arabic words,
another potential application of the proposed
segmentation method is to build lexicon of small size,
consisting of no more than three letter combinations.
Generally, it is very hard to generate lexicon for
recognition of unconstraint handwritten Arabic
documents due to the large number of words of Arabic
language.
The algorithm has been tested on over 6300 words
from 45 different documents written by 18 writers. The
system is able to segment more than 93% of the words
into segments, each containing at most one letter, 6%
of the words into segments that contains two letters
and 3% of the words into segments that contains three
letters.

Figure 1: (a) The Arabic alphabet. Transliterated:
(from right to left) alif, baa, taa, thaa, jiim, Haa’,
khaa, daal, Thaal, raa, zaay, siin, shiin, Saad, Daad,
Taa, Thaa, ayn, ghayn, faa, qaaf, kaaf, laam, miim,
nuun, haa, waaw, yaa. (b) Letters which cannot be
joined to a following letter.

1. Introduction
Arabic is written by more than 325 million people
in over 20 different countries [1]. The Arabic script
evolved from a type of Aramaic, with the earliest
known document dating from 512 AD [2]. The
Aramaic language has fewer consonants than Arabic,
so new letters were created around the 7th century by
adding dots to existing letters. There are therefore
several letters which differ only by a single dot [2].
Other small marks (diacritics) are used to indicate short
vowels, but are often not used. Arabic text, both
handwritten and printed, is cursive and the letters are
joined together along a writing line [1].
Because the Arabic text has not been changed for a
long time and due to the huge number of people using
it, it is considered a rich language and contains huge
number of words and vocabularies.
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The segmentation problem of Arabic handwriting is
considered a challengeable task due to different styles
of handwriting and the connectivity of the Arabic
letters [4]. Until now, there was no robust algorithm
that could solve the problem, see [4] for a survey of
previous work. A similar problem has been addressed
for English handwritten text. Kim [5] developed an
algorithm to segment the connected English text where
up to four segments can be connected to form a single
letter, the algorithm proved very good recognition
results in terms of accuracy and speed [5].
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Figure 2: Word segmentation methodology

information. Figure 3 shows examples of chain code
applied to handwritten Arabic documents.

In most character recognition systems the lexicon
size should be small for practical use [6], thus the need
for a robust segmentation algorithm is needed to
separate the connected letters and make the lexicon
size smaller. In this paper we present a new and robust
segmentation technique to segment Arabic words to no
more than five segments per character, defined as
Maximum segments per character (MSC), and any
segment contains up to three letters, defined as the
Maximum characters per segment (MCS). In this way,
we are simplifying the problem and making the size of
the lexicon smaller (up to three connected letters).
Although we sometimes need to combine up to five
segments to form one letter, the search time is
significantly reduced by minimizing the size of the
lexicon.

Figure 3: (a) original image (b) chain code exterior
contours only (c) chain code exterior and interior
contours.

The skeleton algorithms have been proven effective
in a broad range of image-processing applications
including character recognition [10]. The skeleton
algorithm will find one pixel thick representation
showing the centerlines of the text. Generally, for a
skeletonization algorithm to be effective, it should
ideally compress data and retain the significant features
of the pattern. The result of an algorithm is dependent
on the definition of connectivity [11], in our case we
use the algorithm in [12]. For the case of handwritten
Arabic it is hard to find a robust and useful skeleton
algorithm that retains the significant feature of the
pattern due to the variety of handwritten Arabic writing
styles. Figure 4 shows examples of skeletonised
images from different Arabic patterns.

2. Our Approach
The objective is to develop a robust segmentation
algorithm to be used for systems of handwritten word
recognition for real-time applications. Figure 2
illustrates the methodology that has been developed.
The input image goes through steps of preprocessing, chain code generation, and skeleton. The
pre-processing step includes noise removal, smoothing
[7, 8], and special types of minimum and median
filters. Smoothing removes jaggedness of the contours
[13], and minimum and median filters are applied with
a condition of not removing any pixel considered as the
only way to connect two or more blobs. In this
manner, we prevent any loss of original data.
The chain code generation step converts the binary
image input into a chain code representation by coding
the boundary contours of components in the image
while preserving the positional and directional
information of adjacent pixels [9]. An array is defined
for efficient representation and manipulation of data.
Single pixel components (speckle noise) are detected
and removed. For the Arabic segmentation problem we
found that only the exterior contours have useful

Figure 4: The upper line for orignal image and the
second for skeletonized image: (a) Skeleton sample
where no data lost; (b) The data lost where the
middle letter ‘q f’ now looks as ‘t '’ in the skeleton
image; (c) Another sample of skeleton data lost
where the second letter ‘w w’ now looks as ‘r '’ in
the skeleton image.
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Figure 5: (a) All connected letters combined in one word together; (b) the skeleton algorithm applied to the
original image and it shows that for each connected letter it has one or more intersection points that
separate it from the previous letter.

The algorithm is based on the notion that every
connected character, especially the middle character
which represents the connected letters inside the subword, has intersection points in its skeleton at the
beginning and end of the letter, as shown in Figure 5.
The intersection point is defined as the center point of
the 3x3 mask with two perpendicular lines passing
through it where the length of the first line should be
three pixels and the length of the other lines have at
least two pixels. This property not only appears in the
printed text but also appears in most cases of the
handwritten Arabic text.
Because it is hard to find a skeleton algorithm that
keeps the features of the handwritten Arabic text (as
we shown above), skeleton results cannot be used for
recognition. It is necessary to apply the segmentation
algorithm on the original image. In order to do this our
segmentation algorithm is specially designed to apply
both chain code and skeleton results.
As shown in Figure 7b the target is to find the closest
path from the chain code contour points to the skeleton
intersection point that finally forms the segmentation
paths. The developed algorithm is described in Figure
6. Some intersection points will generate two paths and
the other will generate three pathse as shown in Figure
7c. To automatically detect the number of
segmentation paths, the algorithm described in Figure
6 detects the closest three peaks to the intersection
point. If the third peak distance point is close enough
to the intersection point, then it is considered the third
segment point if, and only if, it is applied to the
condition:

Where Di,j : Distance from the peak(i) point to the
intersection point.
INPUT: Skeleton image segments, chain code
segments.
1. For each segment in the skeleton image:
a. For each intersection point in the segment:
i. Find the corresponding chain code
contour for the current skeleton
segment.
ii. Build the distance map (between the
intersection point and all chain code
contour points) as shown in figure(8)
starting from the farthest chain code
point.
iii. Find the first three lower peaks.
iv. Apply equation 2.1, to find if the third
peak applied for third segment border.
v. Draw lines from the intersection point
to the applied peak points.
b. Colorize the new segments.
Figure 6: Algorithm summary of finding the peak
segment borders from skeleton and chain code
data.
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Fig
ure 7: (a) original Image (b) skeleton and chain
code results combined together with the
intersection points (c) segmented image, note the
first intersection point generate two segments and
the last point generate three segments.

Percentage %
7.2
13.6
20.3
28
21.3
6.3
3.3

Table 1.1: Number of segments per
percentage from the total letters number.

letter

4. Conclusion
Arabic is a rich language with vocabularies, and its
letters are connected to form sub-words with a huge
number of possibilities in forming these connections.
In recognition systems, a lexicon for each group of
letters is necessary. However, in practice, the lexicon
for 4 characters and more is hard to implement. The
presented algorithm segments any word to no more
than three letters for any segment and no more than
five segments for a single letter. Kim [5] has shown the
advantages of this method on the speed and accuracy
of the recognition system for the handwritten English
text. In this paper we invent a new algorithm for
Arabic text that has similar results and also reduces the
size of lexicons. The algorithm should improve system
robustness and speed due to the segmentation rate of
93% of the words to one letter including three
segments on average.
The target is to implement a robust system that is
able to segment words into segments where each
segment contains one and only one letter of the word.
To reach this target, many enhancement algorithms can
be add to the implemented algorithm to minimize MSC
and MCS. Also, the algorithm needs to be applied on
real recognition systems to test for accuracy, speed and
lexicon reduction ability.

Figure 8: The distance map from the intersection to
all contour points generated by the chain code, this
Map sample is for the last intersection point of
figure 7(b). The yellow peak is the closest peak and
the red is the second peak, the green peak is
considered peak because its distance apply to
equation 2.1.

3. Experimental Results
The algorithm has been applied over 6300 words
(28300 letters) from 45 different documents from
DARPA and IFTN databases. The table of the numbers
of the segments per character (NSC) shows that 21.3%
of the segments contain exactly one letter. 90.4% of
segments are one letter including 2.5 segments on
average; also 9.6% of the segments contain more than
one letter.
Based on these results, for any recognition system
that uses the proposed algorithm, the best approach is
to test a group of segments for a single character up to
five connected segments first. If this test failed, then
the 2 letters lexicon is applied and otherwise the three
letters lexicon.
Figure 9, shows the result of the algorithm applied on
one of the used document.
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Figure 9: Sample result of a segmented document.
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